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Overview

Before you begin this section, we recommend that you familiarize yourself with the basic operation of the Windows NT® system. Refer to the documentation for the operating system.

This chapter provides you with a brief explanation of the Thermal Specialty Library and general information on getting started. For further details refer to the online help that accompanies the Thermal Specialty Library software.

This program is a powerful tool for the specialized analysis of data obtained from the following TA Instruments analyzers:

- DSC (Differential Scanning Calorimeter)
- TGA (Thermogravimetric Analyzer)
- SDT (Simultaneous DSC-TGA)

This library is made up of specialty analyses that all run within the same main window. When you first open the program, the window (shown here) contains a blank plot area, a right-click pop-up menu, and the initial menu.
The pop-up menu contains items that can be checked to view and unchecked to hide. The menu also allows you to access the main program options. See “Setting Up Program Parameters,” on page 1-13 for details.

**Basic Steps for Data Analysis**

Regardless of the type of analysis that you are performing, the basic steps needed to analyze your data using the Thermal Specialty Library are:

- Gather your data (see the online help for details)
- Choose the type of analysis (see Chapter 3 for information)
- Open the data files
- Verify and enter sample information
- Select data limits, if desired.
- Rescale and adjust the plot as desired.
- Analyze the data
- View and print the resulting reports and data plots.

This chapter provides basic information needed to perform some of the steps in this process. For more detailed information refer to the online help provided in the program. See the next section for the types of help available.

**Getting Help**

The Thermal Advantage programs provide online help to assist you when you need information about the software and its use. The following types of help can be accessed when using the Specialty Library:

**Flyover Help**
To see information about a tool bar button, position the mouse pointer over the button until the text appears.

**Contents and Index**
If you have accessed online help using Windows® NT before, you may already be familiar with the mechanisms used to get help. Just click Help Topics on the Help menu. Then click the Contents tab to scroll through a table of contents for the Help file. Click the Index tab to search for topics by using an index of Help subjects. Click on the Find tab to use full-text search and look for specific words or phrases.
Help Buttons and F1

While using the program, you can click the Help button found on many windows to access helpful information about the items on that window. To get help for menu items, highlight the desired menu item and press the F1 key on the keyboard to get online help. If you want help for a tool bar button you can also hold the mouse button down when clicking on a button and press F1 at the same time, a help dialog is displayed for that button.

Adding Your Own Annotations

You can add your own notes to the help system pages by use of the Options button on the help topic window. Select Annotation from the menu displayed and enter your own text in the window. Any topic that has been annotated with notes will have a paper clip icon to the left of the topic title.
Gathering Data

Each analysis may have slightly specialized methods for obtaining the appropriate type of data for the best results. Please refer to the online help for any detailed information needed to gather data.

Starting the Program

To begin the analyses, select File/New Analysis from the primary menu or click the button on the tool bar. The New Analysis window (shown here) is displayed. The program is made up of six types of analyses: DSC Purity, DSC Borchardt & Daniels Kinetics, DSC Heat Capacity, DSC Isothermal Kinetics, TGA Kinetics, and Thermal Stability Kinetics. Depending on the licensed options on your system, one or more of these analyses will be displayed.

Select the type of analysis desired and click OK.

NOTE: For details on the theory and calculations, see the chapter devoted to the specific analysis desired. This chapter deals with program operations that are common to all the analyses.
Opening a Data File

After choosing the analysis, the next step is to open the appropriate type of data file. If you are doing an analysis that requires a group of data files, called a file set, you will need to subsequently add additional files by selecting File/Add File. If you have chosen to perform the Heat Capacity analysis, a special window is displayed to open the data files, see page 1-6 “Opening the DSC Heat Capacity File Set.”

Using the Open Data File Window

When you need to open a data file for any analysis, the Open File window (shown below) is displayed. Use this window to select a data file. Follow the instructions below to understand and use this window.

1. Click on the “Look in” list to locate the desired folder (directory) containing your data files.
2. Click on a data filename from the list displayed.
3. Select from two checkboxes on the lower right side of window to display information about the selected file in the area above the checkboxes.
4. Select the desired Open Mode from the drop-down list.
5. Click the Open button to open the desired file in the mode chosen above. The default mode is Edit Parameters, consult the online help for additional options.
Opening the DSC Heat Capacity File Set

When you choose the DSC Heat Capacity Analysis, the Heat Capacity Data Files window (shown here) is displayed.

To obtain specific heat capacity analysis you will need three DSC data files: a sample, a baseline, and a reference. The baseline data is used for baseline subtraction from the reference and sample data. For more information on gathering these data files, see the online help.

This window is used to open the three data files.

1. Click the Browse button to locate the following files:
   a. **Sample File**—containing data from an experiment using an unknown sample.
   b. **Baseline File**—containing data from an experiment using empty DSC pans. The baseline should be as flat as possible over the temperature range of interest.
   c. **Reference File**—containing data from a heat flow calibration run using a known, well characterized reference sample.

2. Click the Open button after you have located each file. The Open Data File window described in the previous section is displayed.

3. Click the OK button when you have located all three data files needed and completed the Heat Capacity Data File window. The data will be plotted on the Main window.
Verifying Data File Information

Once you have opened a data file, the Data File Information window (shown here) is displayed, if Edit parameters was selected as the Open Mode. This window is used to verify the information contained in the current data file. Some of the information is not editable here since it is a fixed part of the data file. To change the editable information, follow the instructions below:

1. Verify or edit the desired sample name, sample size, operator name, method description, and comments. (Enter the molecular weight also for Purity analyses.)

2. Select the exotherm direction for your plotted curve, if applicable.

3. Verify or edit the displayed cell constant and/or onset slope, where appropriate.

4. Set the limits on the data plotted, if desired, by clicking the Data Limits button.

5. Select OK when finished. The data file will be plotted on the Main window.
Understanding the Main Window

The Specialty Library’s **Main** window (shown below) provides access to all of the functions needed to customize and perform the various analyses. You can have multiple plot windows opened if more than one analysis is selected. The menus will display the functions applicable to the current analysis.

The **Main** window consists of the plot area, main menu, main tool bar, and a right-click main pop-up menu. (The pop-up menu varies slightly depending upon the current analysis and where the cursor is positioned when the mouse is clicked.)
A brief description of the parts of the main window follows. For detailed information, refer to the online help.

- Main menu: Use this menu to perform the various analysis and editing functions.
- Tool bar: Use this tool bar to open a new analysis, a new data file, perform various editing functions, or print the plot.
- Status/Help line: This area displays the status of the program or helpful descriptions of tool bar buttons when you move the cursor over the buttons.

**Using the Main Menu**

The main menu (see the figure on the previous page) is used to access the various functions that can be performed on the data file.

See the table below for a brief description of each menu available in the main menu. The remaining chapters provide more information.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Menu</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>File</td>
<td>Use the File menu to open, add, or remove a data file and perform various functions such as exporting plots, printing, and exiting the program.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edit</td>
<td>Use the Edit menu to add annotations to the graph and copy the current plot to the clipboard.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rescale</td>
<td>Use the Rescale menu items to change the limit range, axis scaling, and zoom in on the portion of the graph that will be analyzed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graph</td>
<td>Use the Graph menu to customize the graph and display the resulting specialty analysis plots.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analyze</td>
<td>Use the Analyze menu to analyze the curve and edit the analysis parameters.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*(table continued on next page)*
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Menu</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>View</td>
<td>Use the View menu to view and edit reports.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Window</td>
<td>Use the Window menu to arrange the currently open windows in different configurations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Help</td>
<td>Use the Help menu to access help topics, how to help, and product information.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Setting Up Program Parameters

You can set up the way the Specialty Library handles certain tasks by changing the program parameters to meet your specifications.

Select **File/Options** from the main menu. The following window is displayed. Click on the item targeted for a font change, select the font, style, and size and click OK. When you are finished you can click OK to save the selection(s) for this session or click Save to save the selection(s) to the initialization file.

As you can see from the tabs at the top of the window, there are several more program options you can change. A general description of the other options follows:

- **Color Page**: Use this page to select the colors for the plots, results, axes, etc. or to select a whole color scheme to apply to the program.

- **Data Page**: Use this page to choose the way data is plotted (exotherm up or down), the direction of the derivative, and the way data is compacted, opened, plotted, and autoscaled.
• **Appearance Page**: Use this page to decide the appearance of the plots. For example, you can choose what information the plot header should display, the orientation of the plot, what information should be displayed on each axis, the margins desired, and what information should be displayed in the footer, etc.

• **Directories Page**: Use this page to set up the location of the directories (folders) that the program will use to locate information such as data files, initialization files, etc.

• **Initialization Page**: Use this page to set up the initialization file used by the program. You can locate, rename, or load an initialization (.ini) file on this page. The initialization file contains all of the information set up as program options on the other **Main Options** pages.
Chapter 2

Handling Plots and Files

Overview

There are many different things you can do to customize and utilize the data plots in this program. You can change the type and amount of data that is graphed and analyzed, you can export the plot to another application, you can add annotations to the plot and change the way a plot looks, etc. This section provides a brief description of the various plot and file functions. For detailed information, refer to the online help provided with the program.

Using the File Functions

The File menu (shown here) is one of the menus that is present when you first open the program and after you have chosen an analysis and plotted a data file. The next few pages provide a brief description of the operations that can be performed using the options in this menu.

Some of the options on the menu are self-explanatory and will not be discussed here. For example, File/Close closes a file, File/Exit exits the program, etc.

Adding a File

Several types of analyses in the Thermal Specialty Library require multiple files (e.g., TGA Kinetics, Thermal Stability Kinetics, Isothermal Kinetics) in order to analyze the data properly.

When you need to add a file to a multiple-file set, select File/Add File from the main menu.
Editing a File Set

When using an analysis that requires multiple files (e.g., TGA Kinetics, Thermal Stability Kinetics, Isothermal Kinetics), you may want to remove and/or replace a file from the set.

When you need to remove a file from a multiple-file set, select File/Edit File Set from the main menu.

Exporting Plots

When you want to use a plot for another application or have it printed, use the File/Export Plot option to access this window. You can exclude certain parts of the plot, if desired, so that they do not appear in the exported plot through the Main Options — Appearance Page.

Printing Plots

You can print the current plot (shown in the active window) by selecting the File/Print function. The standard print window will be displayed. To change the printer options, select the File/Print Setup function.
Using the Edit Functions

The Edit menu is used to copy plots to the clipboard, and labels to a plot or to delete analysis results. A brief description of each function is given here. For more details on each function see the online help.

Copying Plots to the Clipboard

Click on the plot that you want to copy to activate the plot window. Then select Edit/Copy Plot or select on the tool bar to copy the information to the clipboard for retrieval by the paste option.

This information can be pasted into the Annotation window for display on the curve using the Ctrl+V shortcut keys or by selecting Paste from the pop-up menu. See the next section for a brief description of the annotation functions.

Adding Labels to a Plot

If you want to add your own notes or comments to a plot, you can place annotations (labels) by selecting File/Annotate or clicking on the tool bar. This will open the Annotation window, which allows you to enter and format the text to be placed on the graph.

Deleting Analysis Results

If you decide that you want to repeat an analysis using different data limits or want to remove a result for any reason, position the cursor over the result label, right click to display the pop-up menu shown here, and select Delete Label.
Rescaling the Graph

When analyzing data on a curve, it is often easier to zoom in on a portion that will be analyzed. To do this you can use the zoom box or one of the other options available in the Rescale menu (shown here) or the Rescale tool bar.

This section describes briefly the rescaling options available. For more details refer to the online help.

Manual Rescaling

If you want to change the axis limits used to plot the data or change the labels on the axis, there are three ways to access the Manual Rescale window:

- Select File/Manual Rescale from the main menu.
- Place the cursor over any axis and right click the mouse button.
- Click the button on the Rescale tool bar.

When the window is displayed, you can select exact start and stop limits for the x- and y-axes to reduce or expand the graph, and change the label and tick intervals.

NOTE: The Rescale tool bar is not displayed by default. To display this tool bar, select View/Toolbar/Rescale from the menu.
Using the Zoom Tool

The zoom box provides the fastest way to rescale. You can easily expand a portion of the curve for analysis using the mouse. To zoom in on a particular portion of the curve for analysis, follow these steps:

1. Position the pointer in the general area you wish to enlarge and hold down the left mouse button. As you move the mouse, a zoom box will be drawn from the original point position. Move the mouse to draw a box encompassing the area of the curve to be enlarged.

2. Release the mouse. If the area selected is acceptable, move the pointer inside the box. The pointer changes to a . Click the left mouse button to zoom the X axis and the selected Y axis or click the right mouse button to zoom all axes. (You can also right click inside the zoom box to display the pop-up Rescale menu to accept or reject the scaling changes.)

This process can be used repeatedly to expand a smaller portion of the curve. To return back to the most recent scale changes, click the Undo button,
Returning to the Original Axis Limits

No matter how many times you rescale the axes or what method you use for scaling changes, you can easily restore the plot to its original axis limits by selecting **Rescale/Full Scale Axis** (for one axis) or **Rescale/Full Scale All** (for all graphed axes). Or you can click the ![button](image) button on the Rescale tool bar to return the current axis to its original state or click ![button](image) to return all of the axes to their original state.
Changing Graph Options

In addition to the various ways to alter the original data plot already mentioned, you can also change the data limits that are used when plotting the data points and you can change the type of data that is plotted on each axis. Finally you can also change the colors and fonts used when the data is plotted.

All of these functions can be accomplished using the Graph menu shown to the right. Refer to the online help for detailed information on each option. The following is a brief description of the options.

- You can change the data point limits that are plotted by choosing from one of the Data Limits options on the Graph menu.

- You can change the signals plotted on the X and Y axes using the Graph/X Axis or the Graph/Y Axis menus, if available. Just select the axis you want to change and then select the data you want displayed on the plot. The X axis can be changed to plot either time or temperature and the Y axis can be changed according to the y-axis number.

- To select the graph settings that will apply to the file currently displayed select Graph/Graph Options from the menu or click the button on the tool bar. The Graph Options window (shown here) is displayed. Set up the various options as desired. For information about the dialog, click the Help button.
Chapter 3
Analyzing Data

Overview

The TA Instruments Specialty Library contains six different analyses that can be used to obtain certain types of information. For example, the DSC Purity analysis is used to calculate the absolute purity of a sample and the DSC Borchardt and Daniels Kinetics analysis is used to calculate kinetics parameters. This chapter provides you with some of the information needed to use the different types of analyses on your data.

To help you understand the different analyses available in this program, refer to the following table that gives you information applicable to the analyses:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specialty Analysis</th>
<th>File Input</th>
<th>Specialty Graphs</th>
<th>Specialty Reports</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Purity</td>
<td>1 DSC File</td>
<td></td>
<td>Results report</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Area table</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Fit table</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B&amp;D</td>
<td>1 DSC File</td>
<td>Half life</td>
<td>Results report</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Conversion %</td>
<td>Half life table</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Conversion time</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Rate constant</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ln rate constant</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heat Capacity</td>
<td>3 DSC Files:</td>
<td>Heat Capacity/Total Heat</td>
<td>Results report</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Sample</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Baseline</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Reference</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Standard)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isothermal Kinetics</td>
<td>1 or more DSC Files (max. 10 files)</td>
<td>Single run analysis</td>
<td>Single run results report</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Multi-run analysis</td>
<td>Multi-run results report</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Conversion %</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Conversion time</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(continued on next page)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specialty Analysis</th>
<th>File Input</th>
<th>Specialty Graphs</th>
<th>Specialty Reports</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Thermal Stability</td>
<td>3 or more DSC Files (max. 10 files)</td>
<td>• Common thermogram</td>
<td>• Kinetics results</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Heating rate</td>
<td>• Hazard results</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Log heating rate</td>
<td>• Half life table</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Rate constant</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Half life</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Conversion %</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Conversion time</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Thermal runaway time</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TGA Kinetics</td>
<td>3 or more TGA Files (max. 10 files)</td>
<td>• Common thermogram</td>
<td>• Kinetics results</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Heating rate</td>
<td>• Half life table</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Log heating rate</td>
<td>• Lifetime table</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Rate constant</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Half life</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Conversion %</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Conversion time</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Lifetime</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NOTE: For help on any window in this program, press the Help button.
DSC Purity Analysis

The TA Instruments DSC Purity Analysis can be used to calculate the absolute purity of a sample based on data obtained from the DSC (Differential Scanning Calorimeter) according to ASTM procedure E0928.*

NOTE: The DSC Purity Analysis is not recommended for analysis of SDT (DSC-TGA) data. The results will not be as expected.

The analysis method used in DSC Purity Analysis is based on the van’t Hoff equation shown below:

\[ T_s = T_0 - \frac{RT_s^2 X}{\Delta H_f} \left( \frac{1}{F} \right) \]

Where:

- \( T_s \) = sample temperature
- \( T_0 \) = melting point of pure sample (K)
- \( R \) = gas constant (8.314 J/mol^{-1} • K^{-1})
- \( X \) = mole fraction impurity
- \( \Delta H_f \) = heat of fusion of pure sample (J/mol)
- \( F \) = fraction of total sample melted at \( T_s \)

* For additional information on purity analysis, see R.L. Blaine and C.K. Schoff, eds., Determinations by Thermal Methods, ASTM Special Technical Publication 838, Publication code 04-838000-40.

+ Annual Book of AST Standards, Volume 14.02, American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM), 100 Barr Harbor Drive, West Conshohocken, PA 19428-2959, (610) 832-9500

Performing a Purity Analysis

Follow these basic steps when performing a DSC Purity analysis. This section provides you with general information to get you started. Please refer to online help for detailed information.

1. Collect your data. (See online help for details.)

2. Open the Purity analysis and the appropriate data file. Choose the desired analysis options.
3. Analyze (integrate) the melting transition.

4. Display the results report. (See Chapter 4.)

5. Display the data table options. (See Chapter 4.)

Choosing Purity Analysis Options

After you have gathered the appropriate data files by running experiments on the DSC, you can prepare to analyze them. With DSC Purity chosen as your analysis, first open the data file and set it up as desired (see Chapters 1 and 2 for information). You will need to enter the molecular weight of the sample before the data is plotted. Then choose the desired analysis options by selecting Analyze/Analysis Options from the menu or by clicking on the button on the tool bar. The Purity Analysis Options window is displayed (shown here).

1. Verify or enter new partial area parameters. For information on these options, click the Help button.

2. Click Save to save these options to the initialization file or click OK to use these parameters for this session only.

3. Click the Purity Calculation tab at the top of the window. The window shown on the next page is displayed.

4. Set up the calculation parameters as desired. For information on these options, click the Help button.

5. Click Save to save these options to the initialization file or click OK to use these parameters for this session only.
6. Click the **Results Plot** tab at the top of the window. The window shown below is displayed.

7. Set up the plot options and annotation position as desired. For information on these options, click the Help button.

8. Click Save to save these options to the initialization file or click OK to use these parameters for this session only.

---

**NOTE:** To use the factory default options, click the Default button for each Analysis Options page.

**NOTE:** If you make a change to these parameters after analyzing the data, you will need to repeat the analysis again.
Analyzing the Purity Data

Select **Analyze Purity** from the **Analyze** menu (shown here) to perform the analysis on the current data file. The following guidelines should be considered when analyzing:

- When you select **Analyze Purity**, the markers are displayed on the graph to allow you to select the analysis limits. See the online help for tips on using the markers.
- Select the desired analysis limits and select **Accept Limits** from the pop-up menu.
- The program uses the van’t Hoff equation to calculate your sample’s purity, performing a series of operations using the data file.
- First, there is an initial scan of the peak to find the baseline, peak area, and peak height, which are needed to calculate area segments.
- A second scan divides the peak into the number of partial area segments specified on the Purity Analysis Options window (25 is the default) to find the $T_s$ versus $1/F$ curve. The segments are equally spaced along the $1/F$ axis. The first segment ends when the peak height is the specified percent of the maximum height or the input value (10 percent is the default). The last segment ends at the specified maximum percent of the total peak area or the input value (50 percent is the default).

**NOTE:** If the curve does not contain enough points to allow the specified number of segments, the allocation continues until the maximum partial area percent of the total peak is reached.

- A correction is made at the end of each segment for the temperature drop between the sample and sample thermocouple (using the onset slope value entered in the analysis options).
- A nonlinear least-squares technique is used to approximate the area correction for the $T_s$ versus $1/F$ curve. (This is done to linearize the usual curvature of the line, commonly attributed to undetected melting of the sample before peak start.)
• A least-squares fit to a straight line is used to calculate the slope and intercept of the $T_s$ versus the corrected $1/F$ curve.

• Lastly, the van’t Hoff equation is used to calculate the impurity level and convert it to the purity.

• You can also determine the $X$ or $Y$ curve value at a selected point using Analyze/Curve Value at $X$ or Analyze/Curve Value at $Y$. 
DSC B&D Kinetics Analysis

The Borchardt & Daniels (B&D) Kinetics Analysis calculates kinetics parameters, such as reaction order, heat of reaction, activation energy, and Pre-exponential factor, from data obtained during a single linear heating rate scan.

The method used in this program was developed by Borchardt and Daniels** and the ASTM Method E 2041. It is based on the general rate equation for nth-order reactions. For more details on the equations used in this analysis, refer to the online help.

The Borchardt and Daniels Kinetics analysis uses 20 segments of the curve, evenly spaced by temperature. The first segment starts at 10 percent of maximum peak height and the last segment ends at 50 percent of peak area. The values for the kinetics parameters are obtained by a multiple-regression analysis of this data.

It is important that no mass loss occurs during the reaction, so the sample should be placed in a hermetically-sealed pan and weight should be measured before and after the experiment. Sample weight is used in the calculation of heat of reaction, and assumed constant in other calculations.

The cell constant (E value) is calculated using the DSC calibration functions.

Performing a B&D Kinetics Analysis

Follow these basic steps when performing a DSC B&D Kinetics analysis. This section provides you with general information to get you started. Please refer to online help for detailed information.

1. Collect your data. (See online help for details.)

2. Open the B&D Kinetics Analysis and the appropriate data file. Set up the desired analysis options.

3. Analyze the data by integrating the transition peak.

4. Display the results report. (See Chapter 4.)

5. Display the kinetics results. (See Chapter 4.)

Choosing B&D Kinetics Analysis Options

After you have gathered the appropriate data file by running a DSC experiment, you can prepare to analyze it. With DSC B&D Kinetics chosen as your analysis type, first open the data file and set it up as desired (see Chapters 1 and 2 for information). Then choose the desired analysis options by selecting Analyze/Analysis Options from the menu or by clicking on the button on the tool bar. The B&D Kinetics Analysis Options window is displayed (shown above right).

1. Verify or select new analysis parameters. For information on these options, click the Help button.

2. Click Save to save these options to the initialization file or click OK to use these parameters for this session only.

3. Click the Kinetics Plots tab at the top of the window. The window shown here is displayed.
4. Set up the plot parameters as desired. For information on these options, click the Help button.

5. Click Save to save these options to the initialization file or click OK to use these parameters for this session only.

---

NOTE: To use the factory default options, click the Default button for each Analysis Options page.

---

NOTE: If you make a change to these parameters after analyzing the data, you will need to repeat the analysis again.

---

Analyzing the B&D Kinetics Data

The primary function of the B & D Kinetics analysis is to perform an integration analysis that calculates and reports:

- Activation energy (E)
- Log Pre-exponential Factor (log Z).

Select the type of baseline from the Analyze/Analyze BD menu (shown here).

When you select the baseline limits, the markers are displayed on the graph to allow you to select the analysis limits. The number of points requested depends on the type of baseline being used. See the online help for tips on using the markers.

Select the desired analysis limits and select **Accept Limits** from the pop-up menu. When the analysis is performed, the curve is integrated with respect to time between your selected baseline limits.

The program uses the sample size to normalize the area under the peak and obtain the experimental heat in joules per gram. If the sample size is zero, the heat is expressed in joules.
With any type of kinetics plot displayed, you can determine the X or Y curve value at a selected point using **Analyze/Curve Value at X** or **Analyze/Curve Value at Y**.
DSC Heat Capacity Analysis

The DSC Heat Capacity analysis is used to analyze data, from thermally stable solids and liquids, obtained from the Differential Scanning Calorimeter (DSC) instrument. Measurement of heat capacity, which is a structure-sensitive property, can be achieved by differential scanning calorimetry between -100° and 725°C. The measurement is made by heating a test specimen at a fixed rate over a designated temperature range, where the specimen is held in thermal equilibrium before and after dynamic heating according to ASTM Method E 1269.

The heat flow obtained from the specimen is recorded as a function of the actual sample temperature. This heat flow, normalized to the specimen mass and heating rate, is directly proportional to the specimen’s specific heat capacity.

To obtain specific heat capacity analysis you will need three DSC data files: a sample, a baseline, and a reference. The baseline data is used for baseline subtraction from the reference and sample data. See the online help for more information on gathering these data files. Typically sapphire is used as the calibration (reference) material, but other materials may be used.

After the three required files are specified and opened, the heat flow plot is displayed as seen here.
The current data file curve is indicated with a solid line. To change the currently active curve, select **Graph/File**, then choose the desired data file (Sample, Baseline, or Reference).

Tick marks are displayed on each curve. The two small vertical lines reflect the isothermal baseline limits. These should be positioned in stable heat flow regions (e.g., where no large fluctuations are present). These limits are used to shift the three experiments to zero heat flow for the heat capacity determinations. The program automatically selects these limits for you, however, to manually adjust these limits, select **Analyze/Isothermal Limits**.

The two I-bars reflect the analysis region. The common analysis region to all three experiments is used for the heat capacity analysis. To adjust this region, select **Analyze/Ramp Limits**.

The section entitled “Analyzing the Heat Capacity Data” on page 3-16 provides information on adjusting the analysis limits.

**Performing a Heat Capacity Analysis**

Follow these basic steps when performing a DSC Heat Capacity analysis. This section provides you with general information to get you started. Please refer to online help for detailed information.

1. Collect your data for sample, baseline, and reference. (See the online help for details.)
2. Open the Heat Capacity analysis and the appropriate data files.
3. Analyze the data:
   (a) Verify or edit the **Isothermal Limits** and **Ramp Limits** for each file.
   (b) Verify or edit the Analysis options.
   (c) Exclude any transition peaks, if desired. Select **Analyze/Remove Peak**, then choose the type of baseline for the excluded peak: Linear, Sigmoidal Horizontal, or Sigmoidal Tangent.
4. View heat capacity and total heat flow plots. (See Chapter 4.)
5. Display the results report. (See Chapter 4.)
6. Display the data table for heat capacity results. (See Chapter 4.)
Choosing Heat Capacity Options

After you have gathered the appropriate data files by running the needed experiments on the DSC, you can prepare to analyze them. With DSC Heat Capacity chosen as your analysis, first open the data files and set them up as desired (see Chapters 1 and 2 for information). Then choose the desired analysis options by selecting Analyze/Analysis Options from the menu or by clicking on the button on the tool bar. The Heat Capacity Analysis Options window is displayed (shown below).

1. Verify or select new plot parameters. For information on these options, click the Help button.

![Heat Capacity Analysis Options window]

2. Click Save to save these options to the initialization file or click OK to use these parameters for this session only.

3. Click the Reference tab at the top of the window. The window shown on the next page is displayed.
4. Select the reference material used for calibration or set up a table for your own custom reference material. For information on these options, click the Help button.

5. Click Save to save these options to the initialization file or click OK to use these parameters for this session only.

---

**NOTE:** To use the factory default options, click the Default button for each Analysis Options page.

---

**NOTE:** If you make a change to these parameters after analyzing the data, you will need to repeat the analysis again.
Analyzing the Heat Capacity Data

The isothermal limits and ramp limits are automatically chosen by the Heat Capacity analysis, but you may alter the limits, if desired. The complete process involved when analyzing heat capacity data involves three steps performed using the Analyze menu shown here:

- Verify or edit the Isothermal Limits for each of the three files.
- Verify or edit the Ramp Limits for each of the three files.
- Use the Analyze/Peak Exclusion menu to exclude any transition peaks, if desired.

When all steps have been completed you can view the results on the heat capacity plot by selecting Graph/Heat Capacity. With the heat capacity plot displayed you can determine the X or Y curve value at a selected point using Analyze/Curve Value at X or Analyze/Curve Value at Y.
**DSC Isothermal Kinetics Analysis**

The TA Instruments DSC Isothermal Kinetics Analysis program is used to analyze data obtained from the Differential Scanning Calorimeter (DSC) instrument. This program utilizes DSC data gathered by running a sample at various isothermal temperatures to compute kinetic results, and then generate the corresponding plots and tables.

Using isothermal DSC techniques to determine kinetic parameters provides many benefits over using dynamic kinetic techniques because the isothermal type of measurements...

- avoid thermal gradient effects
- eliminate errors due to nonlinear heating ramps
- minimize decomposition interference
- permit separation of multiple reactions (in most cases)
- permit the modeling of both Nth order and autocatalyzed reactions.

---

**NOTE:** The Isothermal Kinetics program is applicable to both Nth order and autocatalyzed reactions. However, it cannot be used to model endothermic reactions.

---

For details on the equations used in this analysis, refer to the online help.
Performing an Isothermal Kinetics Analysis

Follow these basic steps when performing a DSC Isothermal Kinetics analysis:

1. Collect your data. (See online help for details.)

2. Select File/New Analysis or click the button, then select DSC Isothermal Kinetics analysis.

3. Open the first data file. The window shown here is displayed. Mark the Isothermal Region as requested by positioning the markers, right click, and select Accept Limits from the pop-up menu.

4. Rescale the data file as desired. (See Chapter 2.)

5. Set up the desired analysis options.

6. Choose the desired Kinetics Model, if you have not already done so in step 5. (The kinetics model only needs to be defined once per analysis set.)

7. Select Analyze Curve from the Analyze menu:
   (a) Select the desired baseline type: Linear, Sigmoidal Horizontal, Sigmoidal Tangent, or User Defined points.
   (b) Mark the Baseline Limits as directed.
   (c) Compute area fractions by performing the steps: Mark Time Zero and Mark Integration Range.

   NOTE: You will be prompted to define the kinetics model upon selecting Analyze Curve, if you have not previously defined the model before beginning this step.

8. View the kinetics results for a single file. (See Chapter 4.) Adjust the conversion range, if necessary (select Analyze/Adjust Conversion Range).
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9. Add at least two more additional files (preferably four or more total files) to the file set by selecting File/Add File. Repeat steps 3 through 8 for each data file. After the first file is opened, you can change the files included in the file set by selecting File/Edit File Set from the menu.

10. View the kinetics results for a multiple run file. See Chapter 4.
Choosing Isothermal Kinetics Options

After you have gathered the appropriate data files by running the appropriate DSC experiments, you can prepare to analyze them. With DSC Isothermal Kinetics chosen as your analysis type, first open the data file, mark the Isothermal Region, and set it up as desired (see Chapters 1 and 2 for information).

Then choose the desired analysis options by selecting Analyze/Analysis Options from the menu or by clicking on the button on the tool bar. The Isothermal Kinetics Analysis Options window is displayed (shown to the right).

1. Click the Isothermal Kinetics Model tab at the top of the page, if needed.

2. Select the equation, \textit{Nth Order} or \textit{Autocatalytic}, which you want to use as a model to analyze your data. For information on these options, click the Help button.

3. Select the definition that you desire for the available reaction orders—\(n\), \(m\), or \(n+m\)—as either variable or fixed values. If you choose fixed, you will need to a value for each fixed reaction order.

4. Click Save to save these options to the initialization file or click OK to use these parameters for this session only.
5. Click the **Area Fractions** tab at the top of the window. The window shown here is displayed.

6. Set up the area fraction parameters as desired. For information on these options, click the Help button.

7. Click Save to save these options to the initialization file or click OK to use these parameters for this session only.

8. Click the **Kinetics Results** tab at the top of the window. The window shown here is displayed.

9. Set up the parameters as desired. For information on these options, click the Help button.

10. Click Save to save these options to the initialization file or click OK to use these parameters for this session only.
11. Click the Results Plot tab at the top of the window. The window shown here is displayed.

12. Set up the plot parameters as desired. For information on these options, click the Help button.

13. Click Save to save these options to the initialization file or click OK to use these parameters for this session only.

14. Click the Conversion Plots tab at the top of the window. The window shown here is displayed.

15. Enter the desired conversion levels. For more information, click the Help button.

16. Click Save to save these options to the initialization file or click OK to use these parameters for this session only.
NOTE: To use the factory default options, click the Default button for each Analysis Options page.

Analyzing the Isothermal Kinetics Data

After you have opened the desired data file, marked the isothermal region for the file, and chosen the kinetic model, the next step in the process is to analyze the data from each file.

Select the type of baseline from the Analyze/Analyze Curve menu (shown here). It is important that the baseline of the curve accurately represents the data. When you select the baseline limits, the number of points requested depends on the type of baseline being used.

- A **Linear** baseline requires you to choose two points to define the endpoints of the baseline.

- A **Sigmoidal-horizontal** baseline requires you to choose two points—Point 1 defines the beginning horizontal intercept, and point 2 defines the ending horizontal intercept.

- A **Sigmoidal-tangent** baseline requires you to choose four points. The first two points define the region of the beginning tangent, and the second two points define the region of the ending tangent. The sigmoidal baseline is derived between the two intercepts.

- A **User-defined points** baseline requires that you choose how many points (1 to 6) you want to use to compute the baseline. (The points are set on the Analysis Options — Kinetics Results Page.)

NOTE: If you have not already selected a kinetic model, the program will display a screen requiring you to do so.
You will be led through a series of instructions telling you how to proceed with the analysis. Follow the instructions needed to mark the baseline limits, mark zero time, and define the integration range.

When the analysis is performed, the curve is integrated with respect to time between your selected baseline limits. The program uses the sample size to normalize the area under the peak and obtain the experimental heat in Joules per gram.

After the file is analyzed, view the resulting plot and report for a single run analysis. (See Chapter 4 for details.) Adjust the conversion range used, if needed, by selecting Analyze/Adjust Conversion Range.

After you have done this for one file, add another file to the set by selecting File/Add File and repeat the procedure. When three or more files have been analyzed you can view the results from the multiple run analysis. See Chapter 4 for examples of the types of result plots and reports that are available for the DSC Isothermal Kinetics analysis.

With any type of kinetics plot displayed, you can determine the X or Y curve value at a selected point using Analyze/Curve Value at X or Analyze/Curve Value at Y.
TGA Kinetics Analysis

The TA Instruments TGA Kinetics Analysis program is used to analyze data obtained from the Thermogravimetric Analyzer (TGA) instrument. This program utilizes data gathered by running a sample at various heating rates.

The program allows you to analyze results from TGA data files to calculate the heating rate at each conversion percentage, and then generate plots and tables of kinetic analysis results.

The program operates in accordance with the ASTM Standard E1641 “Decomposition Kinetics by TGA.” A complete reading and understanding of this standard is considered an integral part of this analysis.

You must analyze data from at least three TGA data files in order to obtain kinetics results.

Performing a TGA Kinetics Analysis

Follow these basic steps when performing a TGA Kinetics analysis:

1. Collect your data. (See online help for details.)

2. Select File/New Analysis or click the button, then select TGA Kinetics analysis.

3. Locate and open the first data file.

4. Rescale the data file as desired. (See Chapter 2.)

5. Set up the desired analysis options.

6. Analyze the curve for a single file.

7. View the kinetics results for a single file. (See Chapter 4.)

8. Select File/Add File from the menu.

9. Repeat steps 3 through 8 for at least three (preferably four or more) TGA data files, if a multiple run analysis is desired. The TGA Kinetics analysis utilizes data file sets. After the first file is opened, you can change the files included in the file set by selecting File/Edit File Set from the menu.
Choosing TGA Kinetics Options

After you have gathered the appropriate data files by running the appropriate TGA experiments, you can prepare to analyze them. With TGA Kinetics chosen as your analysis type, first open the data file and set it up as desired (see Chapters 1 and 2 for information).

Then choose the desired analysis options by selecting Analyze/Analysis Options from the menu or by clicking on the button on the tool bar. The TGA Kinetics Analysis Options window is displayed (shown to the right).

1. Click the Calculation Options tab at the top of the page, if needed.

2. Select the desired conversion level percentages (we recommend at least three). Before a data file can be analyzed, the common points of conversion percentages must be identified. The percent conversion is determined by the percent weight loss between the start and stop limits. These conversion values will be used to generate the kinetics data.

Hints on Choosing Percent Conversion:

- When choosing the percent conversion that you want to use, please keep in mind that the percent conversion is calculated with your chosen start limits as 0% of the weight and your chosen stop limits as 100% of the weight.
• To obtain the best results, be sure to bracket the desired portion of the curve to determine the weight loss. (i.e., Pick a start point before the weight loss and an end point on the no-weight loss plateau, after the weight loss on the curve.)

• When you are performing analyses on small weight losses (less than ten percent), choose large conversion values (greater than five percent) to avoid problems caused by noise in the data.

For more information on these options, click the Help button.

3. Click Save to save these options to the initialization file or click OK to use these parameters for this session only.

4. Click the **Results Plot** tab at the top of the window. The window shown here is displayed.

5. Set up the parameters as desired. They will be used in the generation of the results plots. For information on these options, click the Help button.

6. Click Save to save these options to the initialization file or click OK to use these parameters for this session only.

7. Click the **Conversion Plots** tab at the top of the window. The window shown on the next page is displayed.

8. Set up the conversion levels as desired. They will be used in the generation of the Conversion Percent and Conversion Time plots. For information on these options, click the Help button.
9. Click Save to save these options to the initialization file or click OK to use these parameters for this session only.

NOTE: To use the factory default options, click the Default button for each Analysis Options page.

NOTE: If you make a change to these parameters after analyzing the data, you will need to repeat the analysis again.
Analyzing the TGA Kinetics Data

After you have opened the desired data file, rescaled it, and selected the analysis options, the next step in the process is to analyze the data from each file. Select Analyze Curve from the Analyze menu (shown here) to perform the analysis on the current data file. The following guidelines should be considered when analyzing:

The following guidelines should be considered when analyzing:

- When you select Analyze Curve, the markers are displayed on the graph to allow you to select the analysis limits. See the online help for helpful information about using the limit markers.

- Select the desired analysis limits and select Accept Limits from the pop-up menu.

  NOTE: The heating rate used for kinetic analysis is based on the rate calculated at the first analysis limit. Therefore, this point should be chosen where the heating rate is stable.

- To obtain the best results, be sure to bracket the desired portion of the curve to determine the weight loss. (i.e., Pick a start point before the weight loss and an end point on the no-weight loss plateau, after the weight loss on the curve.)

After you have done this for one file, add another file to the set by selecting File/Add File and repeat the procedure. When three or more files have been analyzed you can view the results from the multiple run analysis. See Chapter 4 for examples of the types of result plots and reports that are available for the TGA Kinetics analysis.

With any type of kinetics plot displayed, you can determine the X or Y curve value at a selected point using Analyze/Curve Value at X or Analyze/Curve Value at Y.
The TA Instruments Thermal Stability Kinetics Analysis program is used to analyze data obtained from the Differential Scanning Calorimeter (DSC) instrument. This program utilizes DSC data gathered by running a sample at various heating rates.

The program operates in accordance with the following three ASTM* methods:


NOTE: It is strongly recommended that you obtain a copy of these procedures and review them to obtain a thorough understanding of the specific parameters measured, and the assumptions used in calculating those parameters.

* For more information go to http://www.astm.org or write to ASTM, 100 Barr Harbor Drive, West Conshohocken, PA 19428-2959, (610) 832-9500.

For details on the equations used in this analysis, refer to the online help.

Performing a Thermal Stability Kinetics Analysis

Follow these basic steps when performing a Thermal Stability Kinetics analysis. This section provides you with general information to get you started. Please refer to online help for detailed information.

1. Collect your data. (See online help for details.)

2. Select **File/New Analysis** or click the **button, then select Thermal Stability Kinetics analysis.
3. Locate and open the first data file.

4. Verify or enter the parameters needed on the **Calibration Parameters** window displayed here. These values are obtained from the **Analysis Options —Calibration Table** or, if no information is available in the table, from the data file. For information on these parameters click the Help button.

5. Rescale the data file as desired. (See Chapter 2).

6. Set up the desired analysis options.

7. Analyze the curve for a single file.

   **NOTE:** The heating rate used for analysis is based on the rate calculated at the first analysis limit. Therefore, this point should be chosen where the heating rate is stable.

8. View the kinetics results for a single file. (See Chapter 4.)

9. Select File/Add File from the menu.

10. Repeat steps 3 through 8 for at least three or more DSC data files, if a multiple run analysis is desired. The Thermal Stability Kinetics analysis utilizes data file sets. After the first file is opened, you can change the files included in the file set by selecting File/Edit File Set from the menu.
Choosing Thermal Stability Kinetics Options

After you have gathered the appropriate data files by running the appropriate DSC experiments, you can prepare to analyze them. With Thermal Stability Kinetics chosen as your analysis type, first open the data file and set it up as desired (see Chapters 1 and 2 for information).

Then choose the desired analysis options by selecting Analyze/Analysis Options from the menu or by clicking on the button on the tool bar. The Thermal Stability Kinetics Analysis Options window is displayed (shown to the right).

1. Click the Calculation Options tab at the top of the page, if needed. The window shown to the right is displayed.

A conversion level, in this type of analysis, is the point at which a certain amount of the sample has been converted (or reacted) to produce kinetic energy.

You have the option to select conversion at peak, at user-defined point (cursor), and / or a specific conversion % level (up to eight values) for which results can be computed in this analysis. The selected conversion levels are marked on each curve for each data file analyzed. The program can then treat the same conversion level from each file as a set and calculate the kinetic results.
The peak can be defined three ways: automatically by the program (Level at Peak), manually by selection with the cursor (Level at Cursor) or both simultaneously (by checking both options) in order to have the kinetic results computed at two different conversion levels in the same analysis.

2. Set up the parameters as desired. They will be used to calculate the kinetics results. For information on these options, click the Help button.

3. Click Save to save these options to the initialization file or click OK to use these parameters for this session only.

4. Click the **Hazard Analysis Parameters** tab at the top of the window. The window shown below is displayed. This page is used to set up the default hazard parameters for the program to use when you perform the Thermal Stability Kinetics hazard potential analysis. Click the Help button for more information on these parameters.
5. Select a Shape Factor from those available in the drop-down list and enter the Dimensions, if appropriate.

6. Choose the desired method for obtaining Kinetic Parameters: either Automatic, from the analysis of data files, or Manual, from the list of parameters displayed.

7. If you choose Manual, enter the new values, then their uncertainty factor. Uncertainty refers to the possible range of imprecision involved in that kinetic parameter.

8. Enter the information and uncertainty factors for the sample material being analyzed in the Material Parameters set of fields.

9. Enter the temperature of the sample when it is placed in the environment as the Initial temperature and the temperature of the area around the sample as the Environment temperature.

10. Click Save to save these options to the initialization file or click OK to use these parameters for this session only.

11. Click on the Results Plot tab at the top of the window. The window shown below is displayed.

12. Set up the parameters as desired. They will be used in the generation of the results plots. For information on these options, click the Help button.
13. Click Save to save these options to the initialization file or click OK to use these parameters for this session only.

14. Click the Conversion Plots tab at the top of the window. The window shown to the left is displayed.

15. Set up the conversion levels as desired. They will be used in the generation of the Conversion Percent and Conversion Time plots. For information on these options, click the Help button.

16. Click Save to save these options to the initialization file or click OK to use these parameters for this session only.

17. Click the Calibration Table tab at the top of the window. The window shown on the next page is displayed.

18. Select your DSC calibration material to be used as the standard (e.g., indium). For information on the calibration experiments needed, click the Help button. Enter the name of your calibration material in the Standard Name field.

19. Enter the Standard Onset Temperature for your calibration material.

20. Enter the Heating Rate, Onset Slope, Onset Temperature, and Cell Constant results obtained from your calibration runs.
21. Click Save to save these options to the initialization file or click OK to use these parameters for this session only.
Analyzing the Thermal Stability Kinetics Data

After you have opened the desired data file, entered the calibration parameters, rescaled the plot, and selected the analysis options, the next step in the process is to analyze the data from each file.

Select the type of baseline from the Analyze/Analyze Curve menu (shown here). It is important that the baseline of the curve accurately represents the data. When you select the baseline limits, the number of points requested depends on the type of baseline being used.

- A Linear baseline (Analyze Curve/Linear) requires that you choose two points to define the endpoints of the baseline.
- A Sigmoidal-Horizontal baseline (Analyze Curve/Sigmoidal Horizontal) requires that you choose two points: point 1 defines the beginning horizontal intercept, and point 2 defines the ending horizontal intercept.
- A Sigmoidal-Tangent baseline (Analyze Curve/Sigmoidal Tangent) requires that you select four points. The first two points define the region of the beginning tangent and, and the second two points define the region of the ending tangent. The sigmoidal baseline is derived between the two intercepts.

The program uses the sample size to normalize the area under the peak and obtain the experimental heat in joules per gram. If the sample size is zero, the heat is expressed in joules.

NOTE: The heating rate used for analysis is based on the rate calculated at the first analysis limit. Therefore, this point should be chosen where the heating rate is stable.

After you have analyzed one file, add another file to the set by selecting File/Add File and repeat the procedure. When two or more files have been analyzed you can view the results. See Chapter 4 for examples of the types of result plots and reports that are available for the Thermal Stability Kinetics analysis.

With any type of kinetics plot displayed, you can determine the X or Y curve value at a selected point using Analyze/Curve Value at X or Analyze/Curve Value at Y.
Overview

After you have gathered and analyzed your data using any of the Specialty Library analyses you can view and print the associated graphs, data tables, and results. This section provides a brief description of the types of tables, reports, and plots available.

Viewing Reports and Tables

All analysis reports can be accessed from the View menu. When you select an item from the View menu, the Report window (shown here) is displayed to allow you to edit, print, or copy the report to the clipboard.

Common Reports

There are certain reports that are common to all of the analyses found in the Specialty Library. These common reports are:

- **Data Table**: Select View/Data Table to view the data from the currently displayed graph in the form of a data table.
• **Results Report:** Select View/Results Report to view the results of your analysis in a written report form.

• **Parameter Block Report:** Select View/Parameter Block to view a listing of the experimental parameters that were used when obtaining the data stored in the data file.

• **Method Log Report:** Select View/Method Log to view a listing of the method segments that were used to obtain the data file. Each experimental method is made up of a group of segments, which are preprogrammed instructions that are sent to the analytical instrument.

When you select any item from the View menu, the Report window is displayed to allow you to edit, print, or copy the log to the clipboard. The last two functions can also be accomplished using the pop-up menu shown here.

### Specialty Reports and Data Tables

Each Specialty analysis provides its own unique combination of reports and plots after data analysis. The analyses listed below produce special types of reports beyond the common reports listed on the previous page. For a brief description of the specialty-specific reports see this section. For more details refer to online help. For examples, select Help/How To? and click on “Get Final Plots and Reports?”

### DSC Purity

To view, edit, copy, or print the following reports, perform the analysis, then select one of the following menu items from the View menu in the DSC Purity analysis.

• **Area Table** is used to display a report showing a list of the total area divided by the partial area versus temperature results. The area table produced is based upon the analysis of the plot that is currently displayed.

• **Fit Table** is used to display a report showing a listing of the Purity fit results. The fit table is based upon the analysis of the plot that is currently displayed.
**DSC B&D Kinetics**

To view, edit, copy, or print the following reports, perform the analysis, then select the following menu item from the **View** menu in the TGA Kinetics analysis.

- **Half Life Table** is used to display a report showing a listing of the summary of the analysis calculations, sample information, and the parameters used in the analysis. The half-life table is based upon the analysis of the plot that is currently displayed.

**DSC Heat Capacity**

To view, edit, copy, or print the following reports, perform the analysis, then select the following menu item from the **View** menu in the TGA Kinetics analysis.

- **Custom Reference Table** is used to view the table, if you have entered a custom heat capacity reference table on the **Analysis Options - Reference Page**.

**DSC Isothermal Kinetics**

To view, edit, copy, or print the following reports, perform the analysis, then select one of the following the menu items from the **View** menu in the DSC Isothermal Kinetics analysis.

- **Curve Analysis** is used to view a table of the results obtained from the analysis of the heat flow curve.

- **Single Run Results Report** is used to view and print the analysis results obtained from the data file currently displayed.

- **Multiple Run Results Report** is used to report the multiple file analysis results. These include the reaction model used, the reaction enthalpy, activation energy, etc.

- **Data File Summary** is used to obtain a list of the data files contained in a file set. The list includes general information contained in each data file such as sample size, heating rate, etc. (To remove files from the file set, select **File/Edit Set**.)
TGA Kinetics

To view, edit, copy, or print the following reports, perform the analysis, then select one of the following menu items from the View menu in the TGA Kinetics analysis.

- **Curve Analysis** is used to view a table of the results obtained from the analysis of the heat flow curve.
- **Kinetics Report** is used to display a table showing pertinent kinetics results and the associated standard error.
- **Half-Life Table** is used to display a report showing a listing of the summary of the analysis calculations, sample information, and the parameters used in the analysis. The half-life table is based upon the analysis of two or more data files.
- **Lifetime Table** is used to view a report that describes the amount of time that the material analyzed will remain stable at specified storage temperatures.
- **Data File Summary** is used to obtain a list of the data files contained in a file set. The list includes general information contained in each data file—such as sample size, heating rate, etc.
Thermal Stability Kinetics

To view, edit, copy, or print the following reports, perform the analysis, then select one of the following menu items from the View menu in the Thermal Stability Kinetics analysis.

- **Curve Analysis** is used to view a table of the results obtained from the analysis of the heat flow curve.

- **Kinetics Report** is used to display a table showing pertinent kinetics results and the associated standard error.

- **Half-Life Table** is used to display a report showing a listing of the summary of the analysis calculations, sample information, and the parameters used in the analysis. The half-life table is based upon the analysis of three or more data files.

- **Hazard Results** is used to provide a report showing the results of the hazard analysis. These results include the following hazard potential figures of merit:
  
  - Time-to-Thermal Runaway
  - Critical Half Thickness
  - Critical Temperature
  - Adiabatic Decomposition Temperature Rise
  - Explosion Potential [EP] (dimensionless figure)
  - Shock Sensitivity [SS] relative to m-dinitrobenzene
  - Instantaneous Power Density [IPD] at 250°C (W/ml)
  - NFPA Instability Rating [IR]

- **Data File Summary** is used to obtain a list of the data files contained in a file set. The list includes general information contained in each data file—such as sample size, heating rate, etc.
Viewing Specialty Graphs

After you have performed the analysis on your data file, you can elect to graph and view the results using several different types of plots, selected using the Graph menu. A dot next to the name indicates the current plot. This section provides a brief description of the types of plots. You can print any plot after it is displayed by selecting File/Print.

For examples of these plots, refer to the online help. Select Help/How To, then click on “Get Final Plots and Reports?”

B&D Kinetics Analysis Plots

After you have opened a DSC data file, selected the analysis options, and performed an analysis, the plot options shown in the Graph menu (shown to the right) for the B&D Kinetics analysis will be available. Select one of the following menu items from the Graph menu in the DSC B&D Kinetics analysis.

- Heat Flow Plot is used to display the original heat flow graph with an inset listing the key kinetic parameters calculated by the analysis.

- Half Life plot is used to show time versus temperature, with a curve displaying the temperature of 50 percent reaction.

- Conversion Time plot is used to produce a conversion time graph, showing time versus temperature for up to five user-selected percentages of conversion. You can enter the percentages using the B & D Kinetics Plots Options Page, accessed by selecting Analyze/Analysis Options.

NOTE: The B & D Kinetics results plots selected are available only after you have performed a peak integration analysis.
• **Conversion Percent** plot is used to produce a conversion percent graph, showing percent of material converted versus time for selected temperatures. You can enter the temperatures using the B & D Kinetics Plots Options Page, accessed by selecting Analyze/Analysis Options.

• **Rate Constant** plot is used to graph the rate constant as a function of temperature.

• **Ln Rate Constant** plot is used to produce a logarithmic rate plot, showing the natural logarithm of the conversion rate versus reciprocal temperature. The degree of linearity of the graph shows how closely the Arrhenius model fits the reaction.

  A poor match, especially severe curvature in the plot of the logarithm of the rate constant, may indicate either problems with the particular experiment or the existence of complex reaction kinetics that are better modeled by isothermal DSC techniques.

### Heat Capacity Analysis Plots

After you have opened the three required DSC data files, selected the analysis options, and performed an analysis, the plot options shown in the Graph menu (shown to the right) for the Heat Capacity analysis will be available. A dot next to the name indicates the current plot. Select one of the following menu items from the Graph menu in the DSC Heat Capacity analysis.

• **Heat Flow** is used to graph the heat flow of the corrected reference and sample data files versus temperature.

• **Heat Capacity** is used to give you the heat capacity (energy/mass temperature) and total heat (energy/mass) of the sample data file plotted versus the temperature.

When the heat capacity plot is displayed, you can determine the Curve Value at X.
**DSC Purity Plot**

After you have opened a DSC data file, selected the analysis options, and performed an analysis, the plot produces displays the purity analysis results. You can print the plot after it is displayed by selecting **File/Print**.

**DSC Isothermal Kinetics Analysis Plots**

After you have opened at least two DSC data files, selected the analysis options, and performed an analysis, the plot options shown in the **Graph** menu (shown to the right) for the DSC Isothermal Kinetics analysis will be available. A dot next to the name indicates the current plot. Select one of the following menu items from the **Graph** menu in the DSC Isothermal Kinetics analysis.

- **Heat Flow** plot is used to display the heat flow of the data file versus time for the file selected.

- **Single Run Analysis** plot shows the log (reaction rate) versus the log (conversion term) for the selected file. If the correct model and correct conversion levels have been selected, the experimental data should fall close to the kinetics model line. If the calculated values are significantly removed from the line, different conversion level units should be selected or a different model should be used.

- **Multiple Run Analysis** is used to calculate and display the best fit for the set of data files already analyzed. This plot shows the reduced reaction rate, 1/k*dc/dt, versus the conversion level, c, for the various isothermal data sets. The circles represent the experimental data values while the solid line represents the kinetics model. If a good fit is not obtained, the individual data files should be reanalyzed using new parameters or a new model for the single file analysis, or the particular isothermal experiment should be redone.

- **Conversion Percent** is used to graph the percent of material converted versus time for a selected temperature. This allows you to determine the advantages of running the reaction at different temperatures. Select up to 10 temperatures to plot for Conversion Percent using the **Analysis Options - Results Plot** Page.
• **Conversion Time** is used to show a plot of time versus temperature for up to 10 user-selected percentages of conversion. Select up to 10 conversion percentages to plot for Conversion Time using the Analysis Options - Results Plot Page.

### TGA Kinetics Analysis Plots

After you have opened at least three TGA data files, selected the analysis options, and performed an analysis, the plot options shown in the Graph menu (shown to the right) for the TGA Kinetics analysis will be available. A dot next to the name indicates the current plot. Select one of the following menu items from the Graph menu in the TGA Kinetics analysis.

• **Weight** plot shows a plot of the weight versus temperature for the current file. It is the plot type that is normally displayed in the TGA Kinetics analysis after a data file has been opened.

• **Common Thermogram** is used to create a single plot of the thermograms available from all of the TGA Kinetics data files in your file set. They will be displayed on the common thermogram plot.

  Use the common thermogram to assess the quality of the original experimental data. Each thermal curve should have the same general shape. The weight loss should monotonically increase in temperature with increasing heating rate. If these conditions are not met, the experimental data is suspect and additional experiments may be needed to reduce uncertainty in results.

• **Heating Rate** is used to graph the rate at which the temperature changes over time versus $F[p(x)]$ for the analyzed data files. This curve may be used to test whether the experimental data fits the mathematical model on which the determination is based.

  The function $F[p(x)]$ should be a linear function of the heating rate. Data points should fit closely to the straight line. If the data points are curved, failure to fit the model is indicated. If the data is scattered, additional experiments may be indicated to improve results.
NOTE: See ASTM Standard E1641 "Decomposition Kinetics by TGA" for detailed information on $F[p(x)]$.

- **Log Heating Rate** is used to produce a graph known as the Arrhenius presentation. This curve may be used to test the applicability of the kinetic model to the experimental results and to check the precision of the individual measurements.

  The graph of log heating rate versus the reciprocal absolute temperature produces a straight line. The activation energy ($E$) is derived from the slope of this line.

  Data points should fit closely to the straight line. If the data points are curved, failure to fit the model is indicated. If the data is scattered, additional experiments may be indicated to improve results. In addition, the slopes of the respective lines should be parallel, if a single reaction mechanism fits all of the conversion levels. Changing slopes are one indication of a changing reaction mechanism.

- **Rate Constant** plot allows you to see how the temperature affects the rate of reaction. The rate constant plot depends upon the conversion levels that are selected on the **Analysis Options - Results Plot** page. Make sure that these items are set up as desired before creating the rate constant plot.

- **Half-Life** plot is a plot of time versus temperature with a curve showing the temperature of 50 percent reaction. The half-life plot depends upon the conversion levels that are selected on the **Analysis Options - Results Plot** page. Make sure that these items are set up as desired before creating the half-life plot.

  The half-life value may be used to further test the application suitability of a method. A test specimen, held for one half-life, should be 50 percent decomposed. The 60-minute half-life temperature is the temperature at which the test specimen should lose 50 percent of its weight in 60 minutes. Values that do not come close to these indicate a poor fit of the experimental results by this method.

• **Conversion Percent** is used to graph the percent of material converted versus time for a selected temperature. This allows you to determine the advantages of running the reaction at different temperatures. Select up to 10 temperatures to plot for the Conversion Percent Plot on the **Analysis Options - Results Plot** page.

• **Conversion Time** is used to show a plot of time versus temperature for up to 10 user-selected percentages of conversion. Select up to 10 conversion percentages to plot for the Conversion Time Plot on the **Analysis Options - Results Plot** page.

• **Lifetime** is used to graph the amount of time that the material analyzed will remain stable at specified storage temperatures. The lifetime plot depends upon the conversion levels that are selected on the **Analysis Options - Calculation Options** page and on the parameters chosen on the **Analysis Options - Kinetics Results** page. Make sure that these items are set up as desired before creating the lifetime plot.
Thermal Stability Kinetics Analysis Plots

After you have opened at least two DSC data files, selected the analysis options, and performed an analysis, the plot options shown in the Graph menu (shown to the right) for the Thermal Stability Kinetics analysis will be available. A dot next to the name indicates the current plot. Select one of the following menu items from the Graph menu in the Thermal Stability Kinetics analysis.

- **Heat Flow** plot shows a plot of the heat flow versus temperature for the current file. It is the plot type that is normally displayed in the Thermal Stability Kinetics analysis after a data file has been opened.

- **Common Thermogram** is used to create a single plot of the thermograms available from all of the Thermal Stability Kinetics data files in your file set. They will be displayed on the common thermogram plot.

Use the common thermogram to assess the quality of the original experimental data. Each thermal curve should have the same general shape.

- **Heating Rate** is used to graph the rate at which the temperature changes over time versus $F[p(x)]$ for the analyzed data files. This curve may be used to test whether the experimental data fits the mathematical model on which the determination is based.

In the Flynn and Wall kinetic model, which is the basis for ASTM* E698, a function $[Fp(x)]$ should be a linear function of the heating rate. This plot allows you to compare experimental data points with the best-fit straight line through the experimental data for each conversion option. If the data points show curvature, then the Flynn and Wall model is not suitable for this evaluation. If the data points are scattered around the line, then you may wish to check your experimental conditions and perform additional experimental methods in order to improve precision.
• **Log Heating Rate** is used to produce a graph known as the Arrhenius presentation. This curve may be used to test the applicability of the kinetic model to the experimental results and to check the precision of the individual measurements.

The graph of log heating rate versus the reciprocal absolute temperature produces a straight line. The activation energy (E) is derived from the slope of this line.

The scatter of the individual data points about the line provides a qualitative indication of the reliability of the calculated value for E. If the data points do not fall close to the line, it may indicate overlapping or competitive reactions.

• **Rate Constant** plot allows you to see how the temperature affects the rate of reaction. The rate constant plot depends upon the conversion levels that are selected on the Analysis Options - Conversion Levels page. Make sure that these items are set up as desired before creating the rate constant plot.

• **Half-Life** plot is a plot of time versus temperature with a curve showing the temperature of 50 percent reaction. The half-life plot depends upon the conversion levels. Make sure that these items are set up as desired before creating the half-life plot.

  The half-life value may be used to further test the application suitability of a method. A test specimen, held for one half-life, should be 50 percent decomposed. The 60-minute half-life temperature is the temperature at which the test specimen should lose 50 percent of its weight in 60 minutes. Values that do not come close to these indicate a poor fit of the experimental results by this method.

• **Conversion Percent** is used to graph the percent of material converted versus time for a selected temperature. This allows you to determine the advantages of running the reaction at different temperatures. Select up to 10 temperatures to plot for the Conversion Percent Plot on the Analysis Options - Results Plot page.

• **Conversion Time** is used to show a plot of time versus temperature for user-selected percentages of conversion.

• **Thermal Runaway Time Plot** is used to graph the time required for an exothermic reaction, in an adiabatic container (that is, no heat gain or loss to the environment), to reach the point of thermal runaway.
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